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Crypto Car Rental

First Ever Fully Blochchain Powered Car Rental Company
Allows You To Drive (Rent) A Car Almost Free



METTA PROTOCOL
Technology that allows you to rent a car using crypto currencies and recycle the 
process with an NFT receipt which you can sell to make your money back.



DRIVE ALMOST “FREE”

Looking for an a�ordable and sustain-
able way to get around? Look no fur-
ther than Metta Car Rental. With our 
unique "Drive almost Free" program, 
you can rent a car and earn free Metta 
Tokens just by holding onto your 
rental NFT receipt. Or, if you're looking 
to make a quick pro�t, you can sell 
your NFT receipt for ETH. It's the per-
fect way to get where you need to go 
without harming the environment. So 
why wait? Sign up today and start 
driving almost free!



METTA TOKEN
Looking to add a little zen to your travels? Well, now you can with Metta Tokens! 
Metta is a new cryptocurrency that you can earn simply by renting a car from us. 
That's right, hold on to your NFT rental receipt and you'll receive FREE Metta Tokens! 
So what are these tokens for? They can be used to book future rentals, purchase 
merchandise, or even traded in for other currencies. So start your journey to zen-like 
peace of mind today with Metta Tokens!

As a special thank-you for doing business with us, we're happy to give you FREE 
Metta Tokens just for holding the provided NFT receipt.

Metta Tokens are a revolutionary new way to show appreciation and build relation-
ships. By giving customers free Metta Tokens, we're showing our appreciation for 
their business in a way that goes above and beyond traditional customer service.



Token Name: METTA

Token Symbol: METT

Token supply: 100 billions

Social media links: METTA

Domain address: www.mettacoin.com

Total Supply: 100,000,000,000

Transaction fee: 14%
  2% of every transaction fee will be redistributed to our token holders.
  
  3% of every transaction will be sent to a buy-back wallet. 

  The wallet will be activated manually to stabilize the 
2% of every transaction will be added to liquidity automatically to facilitate trade on Pancake Swap.

  1% of every transaction is burned ( taken out of circulation ), which will reduce supply.

  7% of every transaction will be reinvested back into the natural world, marketing and increasing the team 
of professionals delivering growth and token sustainability.



METTA STAKE
We’ve Built This Club To Unite The Crypto Minds.

Metta is an exclusive club for the crypto-minded. If you believe in the future of digital currency, then this is the place for you.

Secure User Data

Sitting on the cutting edge of blockchain technology, Metta offers unparalleled security and peace of mind. Let's get NFT receipts, Buy Tokens, 
and then swap easily.

Mine $METT Token When You Stake

Earn rewards while you stake your Squad NFTs! Mine $METT Token is the perfect way to earn rewards for holding your favorite NFTs.

We're bringing blockchain together

Introducing Metta: the revolutionary new way to unite blockchains and close the gaps between NFTs and cryptocurrencies. Our unique solutions 
provide fast, reliable, and secure connectivity, making Metta the perfect choice for anyone looking to take advantage of the latest advancements 
in the blockchain space. Don’t miss out – join us today!

 



PAYMENT PROCESSORS PARTNERS

bitcoin



ROADMAP

Aug 15, 2022
Launching 10,000 Rare NFT RECEIPTS

Aug 15, 2022
Launching METTA PROTOCOL

Sept 1, 2022
Mettastake Development

Sept 15, 2022
Launching $METTA Token

Aug 30, 2022
Pre-order of the membership card begins

Aug 15, 2022
Mettaswap Development 

Sept 5, 2022
$METTA Pre-sale Invitation

Oct 30, 2022
Launching of the Dapps



WHO ARE WE?
Looking for a stress-free car rental experience? Look no further than Metta Car Rental. 
We are the first CRYPTO car rental company offering hassle-free driving with no hidden 
fees or surprises. So you can focus on enjoying your vacation worry-free!

Get your receipt in form of NFT, transferred to your wallet, sell it, BOOOOOOOOM your 
rented car was free. Life is good.


